
 
 
December 5, 2018 
Start: 6:45AM End: 7:45AM  

Attendance: Nancy Croll, Dr. Dessouki, Dr. Humber, Aaron Fosseneuve, Dr. Graham, Jason Korte, Dr. Krainyk, Marion 
Lafrenier, Dr. Thiessen, Dr. Thomson, Dr. Zimmer  

AGENDA ITEMS 

1. One clarification for Sterilization Standard – Dr. Graham 

Last issue, is how extensive is labelling of the sterilized packet? 

Do we make the process consistent with GP/MDs? Does the labelling consist of date & time stamp plus name 
of sterilizer and charted in the individual patient chart? Or is it simply a date stamp? 

The recommendation for a variety of reasons, i.e.: dentistry and medicine are 2 separate professions with 
different requirements, cost of a labour-intensive process that doesn’t provide for a safer process, is to go 
with a simple date stamp on the package. This allows for if a positive test comes back that everything from 
that date forward will be pulled and re-sterilized. 

2. Update on Rolling CE Cycle system Implementation - Dr. Thomson 

Rolling Cycle CE System implementation will be delayed until January 1, 2020. This will give members more 
time to get adjusted to the new system and get caught up on the accruement of CE points in advance of the 
new system. 

In the upcoming year, the CE Committee will be looking at the policy of maternity leave and how to handle 
this best so that we are compliant within labour laws and human rights standards.  

Jason Korte – next year we will also be investigating and coming up with a portal submission tool for dentists 
to enter in their own CE courses/credits. This will be monitored by random checks to ensure members are 
meeting CE requirements. This follows the same mechanism as medicine, nursing, radiation technologists and 
physical therapy. 

3. Miscellaneous – MCIB – Dr. Humber 

 

MCIB Negotiation 
 

The negotiations are going well. There will be a limitation on how many people can use this code. The number set by the 
Health Region is 7. Dr. Humber and Jerod will work together to come up with the list of 7 and will review after 6 months. 



 
 
The code will allow to bill for dental consult to medically complex patients in the hospital setting. The current system 
allows for pathology but not ER visits and consultations through medical system. This is a very positive step. This was 
taken away 10 yrs ago due to abuse. This will kick start conversations with Health Region again, back on our health 
region discussions until we can have the appropriate funding in place so that we can have a department that works. We 
couldn’t have on-call services without having residents’ team being funded through the ministry somehow and to date it 
was not being funded. 

 

Ministry owes some practitioners fees that have not been paid for the cleft pallete program. Lost orthodontists from 
that program as the ministry failed to pay orthodontists. The ministry needs to pay pediatric and oral surgeons and have 
until the end of year to pay or they will stop, and patients will need to go to Edmonton for treatment. Treatment in 
Alberta is about $8,000 as opposed to $2,000 in Saskatchewan. 

 

Specialists Interest’s Not Being Served by the CDSS 

 

Specialist member feels that specialists’ interests are not served by the CDSS, i.e.: Feels that CDSS should have a more 
active role in communicating what the different specialties are and what is available in the province. There is a problem 
with new dentists not referring and performing procedures outside of their scope due to financial constraints, most 
referrals are from rural areas. Maybe revisit this in January. 

 

Dr. Graham – discussed in past what GP and Specialists can do. Starting to see specialist doing general dentistry, 
specialist need to stay within specialty and not do fringe edge procedures.  

Dr. Humber – Specialist need to stay within their scope as outlined by the RCDC. Are referral patterns within urban areas 
disappearing because of best interest of the patient or in the interest of someone’s pocket book/financial constraints of 
new dentists.  

Dr. Zimmer – make one of council’s spots a specialist’s spot?  

Dr. Humber – believes a consideration to have a specialist on council that can bring that second perspective.  
Dr. Graham – maybe re-establish the Specialist committee and have it be more active. 
Dr. Krainyk – the function of the CDSS is an agent to protect the public as opposed to an advocacy group for dentists and 
specialists with that said the membership is also a part of the public.  
Dr. Zimmer – we are not protecting the public if we are condoning people not referring.  
Dr. Krainyk – this is where or PCC and Discipline come into play  
Dr. Zimmer – this is where education for members on the proper pathways for a patient will protect the public. 

 

Next monthly council meeting will be February 6, 2019. 


